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Abstract
In this report, we consider the security of the InvestToken,
GameWithToken contracts. Our task is to find and describe security
issues in the smart contracts of the platform. This report presents
the findings of the security assessment of Customer`s smart contract
and its code review conducted between February 28th, 2019 - March
05th, 2019
Disclaimer
The audit does not give any warranties on the security of the code.
One audit can not be considered enough. We always recommend
proceeding with several independent audits and a public bug bounty
program to ensure the security of smart contracts. Besides, security
audit is not an investment advice.
Scope
The scope of the project is GetToken and Game smart contracts:
1. InvestToken
2. GameWithToken
We have scanned this smart contracts for commonly known and more
specific vulnerabilities. Here are some of the commonly known
vulnerabilities that are considered (the full list includes them but
is not limited to them):


Unsafe type inference
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Timestamp Dependence



Reentrancy



Implicit visibility level



Gas Limit and Loops



Transaction-Ordering Dependence



Unchecked external call – Unchecked math



DoS with Block Gas Limit



DoS with(Unexpected) Throw



Byte array vulnerabilities



Malicious libraries



Style guide violation



ERC20 API violation



Uninitialized state/storage/local variables



Compile version not fixed

Procedure
In our report we checked the contracts with the following
parameters:
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Whether the contracts is secure.



Whether the contracts corresponds to the documentation.



Whether the contracts meets best practices in efficient use of
gas, code readability.

We perform our audit according to the following procedure:
Automated analysis:


Scanning contracts by several public available automated
analysis tools such as Mythril, Slither.



Manual verification all the issues found by tools

Manual audit:


Manual analysis smart contracts for security vulnerabilities



Checking smart contracts logic and comparing it with one
described in the documentation

AS-IS overview

InvestToken contract overview
InvestToken contract constructor sets:
bonusToken to instance of BonusToken().
gameAddress to _gameAddress.
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swapTokensLimit to 10000.
divider to _divider.
InvestToken has 1 modifier:
onlyGame - check that msg.sender is gameAddress.
InvestToken.sol has 20 functions:
buyTokens - allow buy tokens.
sellTokens - allow sell tokens.
swapTokens - call function _mint() and mint tokens to msg.sender.
reinvest - reinvest weiAmount.
withdraw - withdrawal weiAmount.
sendDividendsToHolders - send dividends to holders if holders’
balance more than minimum holders balance.
sendToGame - send tokens to gameAddress.
gameDividends - add weiAmount to casinoDividends.
price - increase priceCoeff.
mint - mints an amount of the tokens and assigns it to an account.
checkInvestTimeAndSize - check last invest time and investment
limit for last 24 hours for specific account.
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buyFee - check is it a first investment or not and increase
investDividends by holdersWeiAmount.
sellFee - count weiAmount for sell and return it.
addDividends - increase investDividends by weiAmount.
ethereumToTokens - convert Ethereum to tokens.
tokensToEthereum - convert tokens to Ethereum.
bytesToAddress - convert bytes to address.
sqrt - return square root of given number.
deleteTokensHolder - remove tokens holder from holders.

GameWithToken contract overview
GameWithToken contract constructor sets:
callbackGas to 300000.
beneficiar to given staratBeneficiarAddress.
GameWithToken has 1 modifier:
valideAddress - check that address is valid.
GameWithToken has 24 functions:
placeBet - check that msg.value and tokensAmount enough, check that
game is valid and place bet.
EthLottery – starts a lottery with ethLotteryParticipants
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tokensLottery – starts a lottery with tokenLotteryParticipants
sendBonusTokens – iterate through players array and distributes
collected tokens depends on player’s bets balances
refundEthPrize - check that msg.sender’s waitingEthPrizes more than
zero and transfer weiAmountToSend.
refundTokensPrize - check that msg.sender’s waitingTokensPrizes
more than zero and transfer tokensAmountToSend.
setOraclizeGasPrice - set given gasPrice.
setOraclizeGasLimit - set given gasLimit.
setBeneficiar - set given newBeneficiar.
setInvestToken - set given investTokenAddress.
setBonusToken - set given bonusTokenAddress.
getFund - sender gets given weiAmount.
getBeneficiarFund - check that msg.sender is beneficiar and send
him weiAmountToSend.
__callback – check that msg.sender is contract of oraclize. If it
is callback from bet find winner and call sendWin(). Else if it is
lottery choose winner from tokensHolders use random number and
ranges. After that call random() till lotteryStage equal 4 and than
call restartEthLottery to restart lottery.
updateEthLotteryRanges - update minEthRanges and maxEthRnages for
every holder in holdersInEthLottery.
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updateTokensLotteryRanges - update minTokensRanges and
maxTokensRnages for every holder in holdersInTokensLottery.
valideBet - check bet for validity.
fee – calculates and returns fee amount based on constants
newQuery - add new notes to queries.
random - call function which call contract of oraclize.
sendEthWin - transfer weiAmount to winner or write weiAmount to
waitingEthPrizes.
sendTokensWin - transfer tokensAmount to winner or write
tokensAmount to waitingTokensPrizes.
deleteEthLotteryParticipant - removes holders from
holdersInEthLottery
deleteTokensLotteryParticipant – removes holders from
holdersInTokensLottery
Audit overview
Critical
No critical severity vulnerabilities were found.
High
No high severity vulnerabilities were found.
Medium
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No high severity vulnerabilities were found.
Low
No low severity vulnerabilities were found.
Lowest

Code style issues:
There are few code style issues (check the automated reports
section)
Appendix B. Automated tools reports
Myth InvestToken.sol automated report:

Solhint InvestToken.sol automated report:
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Solhint GameWithToken.sol automated report:
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